In the presence of accelerated fault rates, which are projected to be the norm on future exascale systems, it will become increasingly difficult for high-performance computing (HPC) applications to accomplish useful computation. Due to the faultoblivious nature of current HPC programming paradigms and execution environments, HPC applications are insufficiently equipped to deal with errors. We believe that HPC applications should be enabled with capabilities to actively search for and correct errors in their computations. The redundant multithreading (RMT) approach offers lightweight replicated execution streams of program instructions within the context of a single application process. However, the use of complete redundancy incurs sig-scope the extent of redundant computation. Additionally, the runtime system permits the use of RMT to be dynamically enabled, or disabled, based on the resiliency needs of the application and the state of the system. Our experimental results demonstrate how adaptive RMT exploits programmer insight and runtime inference to dynamically navigate the trade-off space between an application's resilience coverage and the associated performance overhead of redundant computation.
nificant overhead to the application performance. In this paper we present RedThreads, an interface that provides application-level fault detection and correction based on RMT, but applies the thread-level redundancy adaptively. We describe the RedThreads syntax and semantics, and the supporting compiler infrastructure and runtime system. Our approach enables application programmers to
Introduction
The demand for higher computational power to enable larger and more accurate simulations, visualizations and analyses in a variety of domains of science and engineering is driving the high-performance computing (HPC) community towards exascale capability supercomputers [6, 31] . Existing petascale-class HPC systems already employ millions of processor cores and memory chips to drive HPC application performance. Recent architectural trends suggest that future exascale HPC systems will be built from hundreds of millions of components organized in complex hierarchies. With an exponential increase in the number of components, the overall reliability of the system decreases proportionally. Furthermore, with process technology scaling, these systems will be constructed from VLSI devices which are less reliable than those used today [4] . Long-running scientific applications on these large scale systems are therefore increasingly likely to incur errors during their execution, threatening the validity of the scientific simulations and limiting application scalability [15] . The occurrence of frequent faults will cause errors in the applications' program state, which will cause their executions to crash, or worse, to run to completion with incorrect results.
HPC programming paradigms and execution environments are designed with the expectation of correct behavior from the underlying system layers. Due to their fault oblivious designs, HPC applications lack sufficient mechanisms to detect errors and limit their propagation. In the presence of extremely high fault rates, which are anticipated in future exascale-class HPC systems [7] , the most commonly used approaches such as checkpoint and rollback recovery (C/R) and algorithm-based fault tolerance (ABFT) will be insufficient, or in certain cases incapable in dealing with all the faults and errors in the system. We previously proposed a complementary approach, called Rolex [13] , which provides a set of resilience-oriented language extensions. Through these language extensions, which include type qualifiers, compiler and execution directives, library routines and environment variables, we supported various fault management semantics. In this paper we define and evaluate RedThreads, a specification for an API for redundant multithreading (RMT) that permits in-situ application-level error detection and correction in C/C++ programs. The RedThreads API is syntactically derived from Rolex [13] and includes language-level features that offer lightweight redundant execution streams of the program's code regions. RedThreads supports thread-level dual and triple-modular redundancy (DMR and TMR). The programming constructs provide a succinct API to specify regions of code for which error detection/correction is necessary, shielding HPC programmers from the low-level threading interfaces. The constructs are supported by a compiler infrastructure and runtime system, which through the adaptive use of RMT deliver flexibility and scalability for HPC application codes. The adaptive RMT capabilities allow dynamic tuning of the fault detection/correction coverage of the application, and consequently the ability to trade-off performance overhead due to redundant computation with the application robustness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the concepts and terminology used in redundant computing. Sect. 3 describes the API, including the syntactic structure of the directives, their semantics, as well as provides example codes in which the error detection/correction are embedded using the RedThreads API. Sect. 4 describes the compiler-based construction of the structured code blocks executed using adaptive RMT. Sect. 5 details the design of the runtime system, including the supporting library routines and the various RMT scheduling policies and Sect. 6 describes runtime-based optimization strategies. Section 7 presents the experimental infrastructure, evaluation methodology and the performance results. Section 8 surveys related redundant multithreading approaches in the context of HPC applications and systems.
Background

The Redundancy Solution for Fault Detection/Correction
Redundancy is a well-studied canonical solution [35] , in which the computation is performed by three redundant modules and called triple modular redundancy (TMR). The more general form of this approach is called n-modular redundancy (nMR). Redundancy is a compensation strategy through which errors in the system state may be detected (when there is a mismatch in the outputs of the modules) and corrected (by performing majority voting on the results from each module). These approaches are widely used in critical application domains, such as space missions, aviation, medical control systems, in which the result of failure is usually catastrophic, and the need for correctness is independent of the likelihood of failure.
In the world of HPC, studies have demonstrated the use of multi-modular redundancy in compute nodes accommodates a reduction in individual component reliability by a factor of 100-100,000, but incurs 2× or 3× increase in performance costs and energy [8] . Partial process replication was also explored, but these studies have noted that there is no alternative to complete process replication for highly resilient operation [9, 30] . Therefore, beyond exploratory studies, macroscale compute node-level or process-level multi-modular redundancy approaches have not been widely used in production HPC system environments, due to the significant overhead to performance and energy incurred by the replication of every MPI rank of an application.
Redundant Multithreading
Redundant Multithreading (RMT) uses multiple thread contexts for fault detection and correction. Identical copies of partial or complete program code are executed using separate thread contexts. For error detection, the outputs values produced by duplicate threads are compared and upon a mismatch the checker flags an error. This notification can be used to initiate a hardware or software-based recovery sequence. The TMR equivalent of RMT entails execution of the program code by three independent thread contexts. By selecting the result through majority voting, incorrect outputs produced by either thread copies may be filtered out.
One of the key concepts in RMT is the sphere of replication [19] , which represents a logical boundary that includes a unit of computation that may be replicated ( Fig. 1 ). Any fault that occurs within the sphere of replication propagates to its boundary. The computation enclosed within the sphere of replication is executed by the redundant threads. The inputs may be replicated, or a single copy may be shared between the redundant threads. Errors are detected by comparing specific outputs produced by the redundant execution of the spheres of replication. Any faults that do not manifest themselves at the boundary of the sphere in the output values get masked and are treated as benign in terms of their impact on the application outcome. The replication of the inputs and the computation remain transparent to the program state outside the sphere of replication. The process of managing the size and extent of the sphere of replication is important because it affects the overhead to application performance and extent of fault coverage offered. The design considerations are:
1. For which parts of the application will the redundant execution mechanism detect faults? Based on the fault coverage requirements of the users and algorithmic features of the code, the sphere of replication may include the complete program execution, or only the code for a specific function body, or a basic block of instructions. The extent of redundant computation proportionally increases the overhead to application performance and energy. 2. What are the inputs to the sphere of replication, and do they need to be replicated?
The selection of inputs has important implications for the application performance since it increases the number of memory accesses by the program. On the other hand, the failure to replicate any inputs may potentially lead the redundant threads on divergent execution paths. Therefore, inputs need to be selectively replicated, or they should be protected using other redundancy mechanisms such as checksums, parity, etc. 3. What are the output values from the sphere of replication that need to be compared in order to detect the presence of faults in the computation?
In general, any values that are computed within the sphere of replication must be compared in order to check for a mismatch. The failure to compare meaningful application values potentially compromises fault coverage and the usefulness of the redundant execution. However, unnecessary comparisons increase the overhead to the application performance without improving fault coverage.
Hardware implementations of RMT leverage simultaneous multithreading (SMT) capabilities [34] in which the processor architecture is designed to fetch instructions from multiple thread contexts, and their execution is interleaved. The threads may even be mapped to independent cores in the context of a chip multiprocessor (CMP), called chip-level redundant multithreading (CRT) [23] . Hardware-based RMT is transparent to the operating system and the application, but incurs significant overhead due to instructions flowing through complex processor pipelines, and due to the increased contention for shared resources such as caches. Software-based approaches use threading library interfaces to create redundant threads within a single OS process. The redundant threads are loosely coupled since the intermediate thread state need not be synchronized at every clock cycle, and therefore offer flexibility in terms of scheduling the redundant threads. The partial sharing of state between the redundant threads also helps in mitigating some of the runtime overhead by reducing additional memory accesses. However, even with software-based RMT, the complete replication of the entire program code still incurs significant overhead to the overall application execution, particularly in long-running HPC applications executing on large-scale systems. The significant barrier to the adoption of RMT in HPC is the lack of convenient mechanisms that allow tuning its use and the scope of the sphere of replication to dynamically trade-off application reliability and performance based on runtime information or user-defined policies. 
Overview: Programmer Managed Scoping of Redundancy
Hardware-based RMT as well as automatic compiler-based approaches that introduce redundancy into programs inadequately understand the algorithm structure and therefore such methods tend to be insufficient in finding the balance between effective fault coverage and performance overhead. The goal of RedThreads is to provide a simple API to capture fault detection/correction intent in HPC programs. The API seeks to provide mechanisms that enable scientific programmers and library developers to leverage their domain knowledge and understanding of their codes to selectively apply redundant computation on specific routines as well as choose which input variables warrant replication and identify output variables that must be compared to infer the presence of errors in the program execution.
Our work on Rolex [13] laid the foundation for explicit resilience-oriented programming models. The RedThreads API extends this approach, through directives, library routines and environment variables, to incorporate RMT in C and C++ programs. This application-driven approach enables the resilience to be tuned to the needs of the applications and the users. The solution stack (Fig. 2) is based on the combination of language-level directives and library routines together with an intelligent runtime system and a compiler infrastructure. This adaptive RMT solution provides HPC applications with the capability to tune the use of redundancy for error detection and correction opportunistically to mitigate the overheads to application performance.
In designing the language extensions, we sought to embed the RMT constructs within higher level programming models rather than expose the programmer to raw threading interfaces. The API is designed to greatly simplify incorporating error detection/correction based on redundancy by enabling the programmer to focus on the resilience of an algorithm and the need for error detection/correction rather than the specific mechanisms for thread creation, synchronization and destruction. Additionally, the emphasis on high-level abstractions enables portability to alternative low-level threading libraries, compilers and operating systems, and to any hardware architecture. With the RedThreads directives and library routines, the RMT may be embedded within existing programming model features which minimizes changes to program code structure. This promotes predictability of good performance and scalability of the performance to larger systems. We were also minded to ensure composability with other HPC programming paradigms such as OpenMP and MPI as well as productivity libraries such as BLAS and LAPACK.
Syntactical Structure of RedThreads
The RedThreads API consists of compiler directives and library routines. The API is specified for C/C++ since these are the languages in which many new mainstream performance-oriented applications are written. We also support bindings for FOR-TRAN. The syntax of the RedThreads directives to specify spheres of replication is as follows: The directives begin with the redthreads keyword to indicate the use of adaptive RMT. The directives follow the conventions of the C and C++ standards for compiler directives. They contain a STRENGTH clause to specify whether a detection or correction capability is required, which implicitly indicates the number of redundant thread copies that the runtime must create. The directive format provides the application programmer with the flexibility to control every aspect of the sphere of replication, including the scope of computation, the input and output variables. Therefore, the directives include data scoping clauses that are used to impose rules on whether the data variables are replicated among the redundant executions of the structured block, as well as to identify output variables produced by the sphere of replication, which need to be compared in order to detect the presence of errors. The scope of the sphere of replication applies to at most one succeeding statement following the directive, which must be a structured block that is enclosed in a pair of '{' and '}'. The structured block is defined as a C/C++ executable statement which may be a compound statement, but has a single point of entry at the top and a single exit point at the bottom. The point of entry cannot be the target of a branch and no branch is allowed from within the block, except for program exit. Instances of the structured block can be compound statements including iteration statements, selection statements, or try blocks. The declarative directives may be associated with function declarations and definitions. These also enable the compiler to create multiple versions of the specified C/C++ function, one of which includes RMT execution.
Semantics
The RedThreads directives enable the HPC application programmers to selectively apply redundancy on specific code regions to detect/correct errors in the computation of the corresponding application phases. When the compiler encounters a RedThreads directive, it creates explicitly redundant multithreaded code. The code statements contained in the structured block are optionally executed by redundant threads.
RedThreads is based on the shared memory machine model, in which all parts of application have access to the same memory address space. RedThreads uses the fork-join model of parallel execution in which the program begins execution as a single execution stream until it encounters a redthreads region. The statements in the program that are enclosed by the redthreads region construct are then executed in parallel by independent threads. There is an implied barrier at the end of a RedThreads region to synchronize the threads and compare values produced by each thread copy. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The parallel redundant execution of the application region is transparent to user. Additionally, the API permits the runtime environment to dynamically alter the number of threads used to execute the code regions. This enables thread parallelism to be added incrementally during application execution for the redundancy to be strengthened, or even be disabled.
The RedThreads API enables two models of reliability that are relevant to HPC applications:
-In-situ detection/correction which enables the application to transparently detect, and potentially correct, errors in the user-visible program state in a very targeted fashion by scoping spheres of replication to match critical application phases. The RedThreads directives enable the incorporation of redundancy-based error detection/correction capabilities that are free of any distortions that may otherwise be necessary to map algorithms to threading interfaces. -Selectively reliable computation in which the computation may be partitioned into reliable and unreliable phases. For example, FT-GMRES [11] allows the inner solver step to return an incorrect solution caused by error events, with the expectation of reliable execution from the outer iteration. The reliable phases may be executed in redundant multithreaded mode to enable the application to detect invalid values in the application's variable state.
Examples
Double Precision General Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (DGEMM)
In a naïve implementation of the basic matrix-matrix multiplication, which consists of three loop levels, the innermost loop steps through one row of matrix A and one column of matrix B over a loop variable k. The inner loop calculates a dot product of the row of A and the column of B and generates one element of result matrix C. We define the redthreads pragma block to include this inner dot product, i.e., the computation resulting from the multiplication of a single row and single column of the operand matrices (as illustrated in the code snippet in Fig. 4 ).
Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SpMV)
In the implementation of SpMV shown in Fig. 5 , the SpMV the computation iteratively multiplies a constant sparse matrix with an input vector. Assuming that the sparse matrix is represented in the compressed storage row (CSR) format, we place the body of the nested for-loop, i.e., the inner product, in the #pragma redthreads structured code block. Given the memory-bound nature of SpMV, we only include the loop counter variables in the private clause while the remaining data variables are shared between the redundant threads. The reduced vector element y[i] is included in the compare clause in order to check the outcome of every iteration of the outer loop. 
Construction of Application Programmer Scoped Spheres of Replication
The compiler plays the role of a key intermediary that propagates the knowledge expressed by the programmer in creating spheres of replication to the runtime system. While the creation of spheres of replication through the language-level pragma directives permits HPC programmers to make strategic decisions on their scope, it is the compiler that processes the directive and uses it to create explicitly redundant multithreaded code with error checking. The compiler shields the details of the creation of the RMT from the application developer. The compiler infrastructure is responsible for the redundant thread creation, execution and termination. It also manages the shared, private data variables and inserts code statements that compare the data variables listed in the compare clause. However, the compiler does not check for synchronization or correctness. We have extended the compiler front-end for Rolex to support redundant multithreaded execution of the spheres of replication through source-to-source code transformations. The overview of the compilation process is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The front-end generated code only uses base language constructs and calls to runtime library routines so that a native C/C++ compiler can be used to generate code for the target platform. Using a two-stage compilation process enables programs to be compiled using a standard C/C++ compiler infrastructure and leverages various implementations of threading libraries and enables portability to various architectures. The front-end source-to-source translators are built using the ROSE compiler infrastructure [22] .
In order to implement the sphere of replication from the structured block specified after the directive, the compiler outlines the code in structured block. Outlining entails extraction of the code segment, i.e., the statement list from a host function, and creation [16] . Figure 7a , b show the outlining transformation. To support RMT, the original code segment in the host function needs to be replaced by a call to a threading library routine to which the outlined function pointer is passed as argument. This code transformation is shown in Fig. 7c . Each redundant thread executes the outlined function, and the data variables specified in the share clause are passed as arguments to this procedure. The data variables specified in the private clause are stored on the thread's stack. Although outlining introduces some overhead to the application execution, it makes the translation of the structured block into redundant multithreaded code and the management of the data scoping straightforward.
Support for Adaptive RMT Execution of Spheres of Replication
In addition to outlining the structured block into spheres of replication, the compiler generates the code in the host function that enables conditional execution of the outlined function either serially, or in redundant multithreaded mode. For certain phases of the application, a programmer/user may wish to maximize throughput performance of the system, rather than focus on the robustness of the computation. At other times, detection and correction of errors in the user-visible variable state for guaranteeing reliable execution of critical computations in an application may be more important than highest throughput performance. The adaptive RMT execution of the spheres of replication supports this behavior. It is based on internal control variables (ICV) that affect the application program behavior but are manipulated by a runtime system. Figure 8 shows a code transformation which introduces optional RMT execution for the outlined code block.
The ICVs are given values at various times during the execution of the program, and therefore their values control when the runtime enables/disables the redundant multithreading-based error detection/correction. The ICVs also control the number of redundant threads created. The ICVs are initialized by the runtime, and the application is signaled when their value is modified. When the execution encounters the outlined sphere of replication, whether the execution is performed sequentially or whether the code block is bound to dual threads (for error detection) or triple redundant threads (for correction via majority voting) depends on the current value of the ICV.
The RedThreads Runtime System
The role of the RedThreads runtime system is to support the management of the redundant threads and to provide an environment for the dynamic runtime optimizations. RedThreads provides a runtime library (RTL) and a set of accompanying environment variables (Sect. 5.1). The runtime also implements policies for the opportunistic use of RMT during application execution (Sect. 5.2). 
The RedThreads Runtime Library (RTL)
The RedThreads runtime interface is based on the idea that the compiler outlines sections of code that are to run in parallel into separate functions that can then be invoked in multiple redundant threads. The RedThreads RTL contain routines that can be used to modify the execution environment at runtime, including routines for runtime initialization and finalization, thread creation and termination manipulation of locks on memory locations. Additionally, the runtime library functions provide capabilities that enable the modulation of the redundancy level. The functions allow an application to specify the mode in which to run and to change the mode based on the needs of the user and the current state of the system. The RTL interface routines are implemented as library functions, which are visible to the compiler and linker only. Their function prototypes are contained in a header redthreads.h. These functions are not intended to be invoked as ordinary function calls by the application developer. The complete list of library functions and their capabilities are provided in Table 1 .
The compiler front-end pass inserts calls to the appropriate functions based on the redthreads directive and clauses. This shields the details of the replicated execu-tion of the outlined functions and error checking from the programmer. The avoidance of direct threading enables portability to various low-level threading libraries and hardware architectures as well as supports better composability with other programming paradigms such as OpenMP and MPI, and gives the runtime system more freedom to allocate resources.
Opportunistic Fault Detection
The RedThreads directives, compiler front-end and RTL routines are designed to support optional redundancy (as opposed to mandatory redundant execution, which is the norm with most redundancy-based approaches). The performance overhead of redundancy can be mitigated when the redundancy is applied opportunistically [12] . To this end the runtime monitors and analyzes patterns among fault events in the system. Various studies that seek to statistically model patterns between fault events have observed a strong correlation between error events, both spatially and temporally.
The RedThreads runtime monitors and logs fault events in the system. The error detection and reporting features in the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI)'s [1] Platform Error Interface (APEI) communicate fault events to the host firmware, or to the operating system directly. Examples of such events are ECC errors on DRAM DIMMs, PCI bus parity errors, cache ECC errors, DRAM scrubbing notifications, TLB errors, memory controller errors, etc. We have developed a kernel module that captures the error logging information and communicates it to the runtime system.
For the modulation of the redundancy level, the runtime seeks to model the empirical distribution of the time duration between fault events. The runtime system defines a metric called the time-between-events (TBE) and also tracks the time-since-lastevent (TSLE). The aim of the algorithm is not accurate fault prediction, and therefore we do not differentiate between the types of fault events and base the adaptation algorithm on all events logged by the operating system. Since the compiler outlines every redthreads scoped code region to execute optionally in serial or RMT mode ( Fig. 7) , the application execution always initializes in serial mode. Upon the occurrence of the first fault event, the runtime modifies an ICV to enable the RMT mode. The subsequent spheres of replication are executed in RMT. When the runtime observes no further fault events for an interval longer than average TBE, i.e., TSLE >TBE, it resets the ICV and passes a signal to the application to disable the RMT mode. When the fault event frequency increases, the runtime once again enables the RMT mode. The Fig. 9 illustrates the timeline view of the execution of such an application code. For the scenario in Fig. 9a , the runtime enables the RMT mode after the fault event and subsequently disables it. The application run in Fig. 9b experiences a burst of fault events, which causes the runtime to enable RMT execution for the remainder of the application execution. From an application's perspective, the opportunistic use of RMT enables the error detection/correction capabilities when there are frequent fault events in the system and the likelihood of errors in the program state is high. During periods of relative stability, in which no fault events are logged, the detection/correction capabilities are disabled in order limit the performance overhead of using RMT. 
Runtime Optimization Strategies for RedThreads
The key benefit of a software-based RMT approach is the flexibility in scheduling the redundant threads by the runtime system. We explore two optimization strategies to the opportunistic RMT to seek to further minimize the performance overhead of the redundancy on the application's execution: a lazy fault detection scheme and a thread clustering scheme.
Lazy Fault Evaluation
In the adaptive RMT approach, there is an implicit barrier at the end of a RedThreads scoped code block. When the block is executed by redundant threads copies, the threads must synchronize and compare values produced by each thread before the execution proceeds. The amount of computation that is enclosed within the programmer-defined sphere of replication is highly application dependent. For applications in which long phases are enclosed in the pragma scoped block, or in compute-bound applications, the requirement that the output values be compared after each instance of the structured blocks places an unnecessary constraint that incurs a nontrivial overhead on the overall application performance.
To address this issue, we developed a lazy fault detection scheme [14] , in which we relax the requirement that the redundant threads synchronize immediately after the code block. The lazy strategy is based on the insight that the error detection need not lie on the application's critical path. The redundant threads can execute subsequent code blocks independently, without the need to synchronize the threads and perform output value comparison. The runtime system allocates buffer space into which the duplicate threads can write their respective output values as they execute each block. A separate lightweight fault detection thread performs the value comparison. Figure 10 illustrates the lazy evaluation approach.
The output buffer is implemented as a cyclic FIFO. Each entry of the buffer contains a pair of elements and the size of each buffer entry is determined based on the data types of the variable list specified in the compare scoping clause. Every circular buffer entry is protected by a lock since it is accessed by redundant threads as well as the detection thread. For each individual element in the buffer entry there is a flag to set its validity. When the detection thread is scheduled, it performs a value comparison for all buffer entries for which both elements in an entry pair are in valid state. Each buffer entry contains an active flag that tracks whether either element in the buffer entry is currently in use. This enables the runtime to reclaim buffer space when the value comparison is complete.
Thread Clustering
In our adaptive RMT approach, the redundant threads are assigned to the available processor cores such that the application workload is evenly distributed. In order to improve the overall application performance, we explore a thread scheduling solution that assigns variable priorities to the redundant threads. An elevated priority is assigned to one of the redundant threads for each outlined sphere of replication. The runtime assigns a lower scheduling priority to the duplicate threads. Additionally, we statically assign the CPU affinity of the threads such that all the duplicate threads are clustered together and assigned to a single processor core. The primary threads for each structured block are balanced across the remaining processor cores. The thread clustering yields an unbalanced thread-to-core mapping in which a single processor core running the redundant threads tends to be oversubscribed while the primary threads contend with one fewer processor core. The intent of this strategy is to seek to reduce the interference between the primary and redundant threads, which amortizes some the overhead incurred by the redundant computation.
When combined with the lazy evaluation approach, the relaxation of the implicit synchronization barrier for every code block enables varied scheduling priorities and clustering of the primary and redundant threads to separate processor cores. This permits a primary thread to proceed with the application execution, without stalling on the redundant threads to complete their execution of the same code blocks. The dedicated output value comparison thread is also assigned a lower scheduling priority than the primary thread. The runtime system sets the CPU affinity of the primary, redundant and detection threads based on the static assignments expressed through a RTL routine. For systems containing large number of cores, the RTL enables the creation of islands, i.e., groups of processor cores in which a single processor core in the group is assigned the redundant computation, while the remaining cores execute the primary threads.
Experimental Evaluation
Scoping Spheres of Replication Using RedThreads
We study the performance and fault coverage impact of applying RedThreads for error detection & correction in various scientific application codes. For each code we identify and scope the most critical computational phases to create spheres of replication:
Double-Precision Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (DGEMM) For the DGEMM code, we define the scope of the RedThreads pragma block to include the inner dot product of the matrix multiplication, i.e., the dot product computation resulting from the multiplication of a single row and single column of the operand matrices.
Sparse Matrix Vector Multiplication (SpMV) For the SpMV code, we scope the inner product loop in the #pragma redthreads block. The reduced vector element y[i] for every row is the output value that is compared to detect the presence of errors for each iteration.
Conjugate Gradient (CG) The conjugate gradient (CG) code solves a system of linear equations through the iterative refinement of an initial approximate solution. The iterations provide a monotonically decreasing residual error, and by enclosing each iteration in the redthreads block the residual norm is compared to detect the presence of errors in each CG iteration.
Self-Stabilizing Conjugate Gradient (SS-CG) The self-stabilizing approach to the conjugate gradient method [25] contains a correction step that ensures that the algorithm remains in valid state. We only include the code for the correction step in the #pragma redthreads structured code block. No fault detection/correction is necessary for the remaining CG iterations since the correction step accounts for any computational errors in those iterations and restores the stability of the algorithm.
Multigrid Solver The algebraic multigrid method solves a coarse approximation of the original problem, interpolates it back to a finer level and then refines that solution until it forms a sufficiently precise solution. We use a V-cycle depth of 8, and the #pragma redthreads directive is used to provide fault detection coverage for the code blocks corresponding to the restriction, relaxation and interpolation phases of the V-cycle.
Evaluation Methodology
In order to experimentally evaluate the adaptive redundancy offered by RedThreads, we perform a series of fault injection experiments. Each application code described above is implemented in C and parallelized to use multithreading through OpenMP directives. For each application code, we embed #pragma redthreads directive in place of the OpenMP directive to define the scope of the sphere of replication.
The codes are transformed using our ROSE-based front-end, compiled by a GCC backend, and linked with the RedThreads library. The experiments are performed on a Dell PowerEdge 1950 2.5GHz 4-core/dual socket compute node in the USC HPCC cluster [32] . The node uses the Intel®Xeon®5300 series processors and contains 12GB DRAM memory. The node operating system is CentOS Linux v6.5.
In the first set of experiments, we analyze the fault coverage provided by the adaptive RMT. The fault injection framework is able to inject multiple random faults to a single instance of program execution. To measure the sensitivity of the application to transient errors, we use an application robustness rating, which is the inverse of the error rate for which the application experiences failure. A higher rating indicates higher application resilience. We run fault injections to compare the baseline (without adaptive RMT) rating with the effective robustness rating with adaptive RMT support. To achieve statistical confidence for the results, each application code is run 10,000 times and the interval between any two consecutive faults is randomized for each application run.
We also evaluate the performance overhead of the adaptive RMT strategy. In these performance analysis experiments, the fault injection framework generates error notification events. These simulated events are notifications, which do not perturb any aspect of the application program state. These events are logged by the runtime and used by the RMT adaptation algorithm. The fault injection framework generates events by sending USR1 signals to an application process. The runtime library, which is linked to the application process, contains a handler for these signals. The signal handler is a blocking routine which catches and logs the fault event notification. We use a large number of execution runs (10,000 per application code) with randomized fault intervals, which allows us to observe the average application overhead for a variety of fault patterns for each injection rate.
Results
In order to evaluate the performance viability of applying the language directive to scope the spheres of replication for each code, we compare the RedThreads-based adaptive RMT with the most widely used redundancy approach in HPC applications, i.e., process-level replication. For this analysis we do not enable the adaptation algorithm, which means all RedThreads scoped regions are executed in RMT mode. We compare the performance of the RedThreads scoped RMT with a serial implementation, and with an implementation that uses process-level duplication for each code. The average normalized execution time for the process replication incurs an overhead in the excess of 100% over the serial implementations. However, for codes such as the SS-CG, in which the algorithm-based fault resilience features are combined with RMT, the time-to-solution with RMT is only 1.4× of a serial implementation, rather than 2.1× with process replication. For the other codes, in which a significant portion of the computation is executed using RMT, the fact that the redundant threads do not replicate all the computations, and the common address space and shared access to the operand data, enables at least 10 to 15% lower overhead than process-level replication.
The analysis of the robustness ratings of each code reveals different sensitivities to errors (Fig. 11) . The multigrid solver, the CG and SS-CG solvers are based on iterative Fig. 11 Results: fault coverage analysis based on application robustness rating algorithms, which refine an initial solution until its error bound is below a certain threshold. Their intermediate solution state is usually tolerant to perturbations and any errors in such state are often not fatal. Providing fault coverage to the solver iterations using RMT improves the robustness rating, and the application resilience for each of these solver codes. The DGEMM and SpMV codes demonstrate higher sensitivity to errors in any aspects of their program states. For these experiments, in order to calculate the application's robustness rating, the faults are injected at accelerated rates. For these rates, only modest improvements in robustness rating are observed. For lower rates, the runtime modulates the fault coverage based on observed fault rates and the improvement in robustness rating is substantially higher. Figure 12 shows a summary of the results of the performance evaluation experiments with fault injections for which the adaptive RMT is enabled. The strength of RMT is set to provide fault detection using DMR. Each data point is the average normalized execution time for the 10,000 application runs. The error bars illustrate the spread among the maximum and minimum overhead for each fault injection rate. For the fault injection rate of 1 event per execution run, the adaptive RMT strategy incurs 7-24% overhead over a fault-free execution. For the higher fault injection rates, the spread among the execution times is higher since the experiments cover a range of fault patterns. However, the maximum average overhead incurred is in the range of 78% to 85% which is still lower than an overhead in the excess of 100% that is typical for fullprocess replication. The key insight offered by these results is that the performance overhead tracks the injected rate. Therefore, the adaptive RMT effectively supports dynamic tuning of the fault protection and its performance overhead. We also study Figure 13 shows the results of the TMR performance evaluation with fault injections. For the low fault rates, the overhead to the time to solution is in the range of 40-74%. For a fault rate of up to 3 faults per execution run, the overhead incurred for triple adaptive RMT is lower than or at least proportional to the overhead due to dual redundant full-process replication, for most of the application codes we evaluated. For higher fault rates, the overheads while less than the 3× overheads typical to full-process TMR, are substantial (in the range of 2.5× to 2.9×). These results suggest that triple RMT-based detection may be a viable strategy for detection and correction at low fault rates. In the presence of higher fault rates, the use of dual RMT-based error detection in collaboration with a different recovery, or amelioration strategy, might be a more suitable resilience solution for long-running computations. The results in Fig. 14 summarize the performance overhead analysis for optimization based on lazy detection. Here, relaxation of the requirement that the redundant threads synchronize and compare values after every instance of the structured code block allows the primary thread to race ahead while the redundant thread lags behind. In comparison to the time to solutions for the codes in Fig. 12 , the lazy evaluation provides a further 10 to 18% improvement in the time-to-solution. Figure 15 presents the results of the experiments that use the runtime scheduling optimizations based on thread clustering. These results show that assigning a higher priority value and dedicating core resources to the primary computation yields a better time-to-solution for each of the application codes. The use of unbalanced scheduling yields higher 
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Hardware-Based Redundant Execution Schemes
In contrast to error-coding techniques [18] that detect and correct faults using redundant information in storage bits or logic units, the use of redundant execution enables higher fault coverage since it typically protects the logic and computation blocks as well as the data these operate on. Redundant execution techniques are based on either lockstepping, or redundant multithreading. Lockstepping requires comparison of the sphere of replication at every clock cycle. Lockstepping implementations used in the design of highly reliable server architectures include the Stratus ftServer [29] , the Hewlett-Packard NonStop Architecture [3] , and the IBM Z-series processors [28] . The need for cycle-synchronized redundant hardware often requires physically redundant identical copies of the hardware.
The use of redundant multithreading for error detection is implemented using hardware-based threads. The early hardware-based RMT approaches concurrently executed multiple explicit copies of the program code by sharing the processor resources among the threads for error detection. These redundant execution was transparent to the system software and was proposed to mitigate the costs of implementing complete hardware replication used by lock stepped processors such as the IBM G5 [28] . Later approaches were based on simultaneous multithreading (SMT) [34] , often on a single processor core and used the flexibility of instruction scheduling offered by the microarchitectures in superscalar processors. As chip multiprocessors (CMPs) became increasingly ubiquitous, there were studies [19, 23] that demonstrated the viability of executing the redundant threads across separate processor cores. Partial RMT approaches such as SliCK [21] mitigate the contention for the core's memory and execution resources amongst the redundant threads by applying RMT only on specific instruction slices. The dynamic implementation verification architecture (DIVA) [2] uses a trailing thread implementation of RMT, in which the redundant execution is performed by an in-order pipelined checker core, while the primary instructions execution is performed on an out-of-order processor. In general, with the use of hardware-based redundant execution streams, every instruction execution must be replicated. For any program execution this multiplies the total number of instructions by at least a factor of the degree of replication.
Software-Based Redundancy Schemes
Software-based redundancy approaches support error detection/correction based on compiler analysis and transformation duplicate the program code either through operating system visible redundant processes [26] , or through threads within the same process context. This enables more flexibility in terms of selection of instructions to replicate and in the assignment of redundant execution streams to hardware resources [36] . The DAFT [37] approach uses a compiler transformation to duplicate an entire program in a redundant thread that trails the main thread and inserts instructions for error checking. The SWIFT [24] and EDDI [20] duplicate all instructions and insert "compare" instructions to validate the program correctness at appropriate locations in the program code. The ROSE::FTTransform [17] applies source-to-source translation to duplicate individual source-level statements to detect transient processor faults. Despite the flexibility of software-based approaches in defining certain aspects of the sphere of replication, the need for total replication of the program code incurs significant (at least 2×) overhead to application performance. In contrast, our RedThreads interface enables a more precise definition of the scope of the sphere of replication. Additionally, the RedThreads runtime system does not enforce replicated execution for the total duration of an application program execution; rather it takes a more nuanced approach in applying the redundancy through adaptive and dynamic enablement/disablement of the RMT.
Hardware-Software Co-design Techniques for Fault Tolerance
Cross-layer resilience techniques [5] employ multiple error resilience techniques from different layers of the system stack to collaboratively achieve error resilience. These frameworks combine selective circuit-level hardening and logic-level parity checking with algorithm-based fault tolerance methods to provide resilient operation. In the context of redundant execution, an adaptive scheme for RMT [10] proposed turning off the trailing thread, thereby reducing fault coverage and increasing fault vulnerability, during regions of a program that have high instructions per cycle (IPC). The use of chip temperature data has also been used to disable redundant thread in response to elevated operating temperatures [27] . The real-time computation of the architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) based on thermal changes in a chip has been used to modulate the use of dual modular redundancy [33] . In contrast, our approach uses RAS events to analyze the event intervals at the runtime system-level to enable/disable RMT.
Conclusion
As faults will become increasingly prevalent in future exascale-class HPC systems, maintaining error resilience during the execution of long-running scientific applications is critical. Techniques that enable error detection and correction without burdening the performance will be important for these applications. In this paper, we presented a method for application-level fault detection and correction based on redundant multithreading. The RedThreads API provides language extensions to C/C++ for scoping spheres of replication and the associated variable state at the application source code level. The compiler framework through source-level transformations sets up the code regions to be optionally executed using RMT. In addition to an API to capture programmer knowledge on scoping the spheres of replication, the RedThreads solution stack contains a runtime system that continuously learns about the fault-tolerance state of the system using error notifications and modulates the redundancy based on the threat to the application program state. Our experiments demonstrated that the adaptive RMT offers coverage to the critical computations and the resulting overhead to application performance using RMT opportunistically is substantially better than naïve, macroscale redundancy strategies.
